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Connected TV offers a wealth of opportunities for brands 

to more precisely connect with their ideal consumers where 

and how they live via streaming media services. 

A whopping, 80 percent of U.S. households have at 

least one connected TV device1, and CTV households 

are expected to grow to 82 percent by 2023.
2  

The key is figuring out how exactly to quantify the potential. That’s where CTV runs 

into the same issue that linear TV has: attribution.

Traditional TV has always offered metrics on awareness and exposure. But today’s 

marketers want to connect advertising dollars to tangible results such as foot traffic 

and sales. Validating and quantifying CTV’s effectiveness at conversion is a must in 

order for advertisers to realize the full value of this emerging media.
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Certainly, proposals abound for making the connection between 

CTV and conversion, but most leave a lot of questions unanswered, 

including the most important one: “Did my ads 

actually drive conversion?” This is mainly because 

the digital advertising ecosystem continues to struggle with three 

major attribution gaps:

Identity resolution. Cookies are fading 

fast for most digital media, but they simply 

don’t exist at all for CTV. So, even though 40 

percent of adults in the US watch content on a 

connected TV daily,3  most attribution methods 

lack a reliable way to even identify who is seeing 

the ads, not to mention who responded by 

visiting a store or buying a product.

Data sources. Often, attribution requires a third-party tracking 

device or depends exclusively on online activities. What happens 

when your audience isn’t tracked by a third party or when offline 

activities figure prominently into your attribution calculations?

Data stability. Validating data assumptions with both online 

identifiers and physical addresses is important to help triangulate 

in on what is really going on. Many attribution methods rely too 

heavily on one data source while others are disproportionately 

impacted by consumer privacy choices.
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Cord-cutter 

and cord-never 

households are 

also expected to 

increase to 44% 
of the population 

during the same 

period.4  
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Demographics 

Age, Income, Ethnicity,  

Sex, Family Make-up, etc.

In-Market Finance Signals 

Loans, Financing, Insurance, 

Mortgages, Credit Cards

Location 

Banks, Credit Unions, Financial 

Services, Competitive Locations

Interest Over Time 

Online Activity Across  

1,600 Topics

Customer Data Analytics 

CRM Matching, Look-alike 

Modeling and Suppression 

Solutions

Financial 

Spending Habits Credit Risk
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Unfortunately, the attribution approaches many media companies follow do not 

successfully bridge these gaps. As a result, advertisers are often in the dark about the 

real-world impact.

What’s missing is transparency. From beginning to end, advertisers deserve to know who 

they are targeting, how that audience responded, how the insights gained can improve 

future campaigns, and of course, actual sales and the return on advertising spend.

THE SOLUTION THAT BRIDGES THE INDUSTRY GAPS  

MOST EFFECTIVELY IS MATCHBACK ANALYSIS,  

PART OF THE ILLUMI S
TM 

PLATFORM. 

 

Better Targeting.  Matchback Analysis starts with a complete understanding of 

the targeted audience including a comprehensive mapping of digital identities to physical 

locations. This ensures that you hit the right audience with your message based on who 

they are, where they are, and what they are in the market for. 
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Learn more about how Vericast makes it possible to reach and measure the 

streaming TV audience with precision and real-world impact.

1.800.351.3843     contactHC@harlandclarke.com     vericast.com/DigitalAdvertising

Audience Targeting  

with Illumis 

Our intelligence provides a  

complete mosaic of each 

individual.

 Better Data. It’s one thing to know who you are reaching and it’s quite another to 

be able to reach the audience you identify. Matchback Analysis done right is supported 

by reliable data that enables you to execute a campaign against over 80 percent of the 

audience — both via CTV and across other digital and traditional marketing channels.

Better Analysis. The “matchback” in Matchback Analysis involves focusing the 

picture on who your CTV campaign is targeting against your partner or owned first-party 

data such as customer or prospect lists. This enables you to watch the impact of the 

campaign as exposure flows into engagement and turns into conversions. The IllumisTM 

platform is an example of how you can shine a light on this information for actionable 

insight and program improvement.
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